
St Mary’s Newsletter — Term 4 2021-2022 

Message from Natalie 

Edwards,  

Principal 
 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

We have had a fantastic, exciting 

and full Spring term!  

 

St Mary’s have participated in, 

Science week, World Maths Day, 

National Careers week, sports 

competitions and attended a 

Careers fair off site. During these 

events the pupils behaved 

impeccably making St Mary’s very 

proud of them and enabling us to 

take part in more activities in the 

future. 

 

We celebrated world book day on 

Thursday 3rd March with the pupils 

dressing up as their favourite book 

characters,  there were some 

incredible costumes, we obviously 

have some very talented parents/

carers! 

 

On Friday 18th March we had a 

non school uniform day to show 

our support for Red Nose Day and 

the Ukraine Appeal, we are so 

grateful to you all for your 

generosity and enabling us to raise 

£334.74 for Ukraine and £120 for 

Comic Relief, thank you. 

 

In amongst all of these wonderful 

events we have celebrated this 

term we had an inspection visit 

from Ofsted for the Residential 

Provi s ion fol lowed by an 

Inspection in School and College 

just over a week later! Our pupils 

meet with the inspection teams 

during this process and we are so 

proud of each and everyone of 

them for their behaviour and 

showing the inspection team what 

wonderful young people they are! 

 

Over the Easter break we are 

really pleased to be offering Easter 

Provision again for the first week, it 

will be full of fun Easter related 

activities for the pupils! 

 

I would like to take this opportunity 

to thank you for your continued 

support and to wish you a 

wonderful , safe and happy Easter. 

We look forward to welcoming the 

Residential pupils back in the 

evening of Monday 18th April and 

day pupils on Tuesday 19th April.  

 

Principal’s  

Worker of the Week 

 

I have enjoyed sharing a lunch of their 

choice with each of the Principal’s Workers 

of the Week.  Lunches have included, 

burgers, steak and chips and roast Lamb 

and  a wonderful cheesecake selection! 

 

Week 1 — Ellarose  

Ellarose is always kind, helpful and 

supportive to her peers. She has settled into 

St Mary’s and is already modelling our 

school values, beliefs and behaviours. 

Ellarose puts so much effort into her work, 

always challenging and pushing herself. 

Ellarose is amazing and we are so proud to 

have her as part of our school community.  

Well done Ellarose! 

Week 2 — Emily  
Emily is always kind, helpful and supportive 

to her peers. She has been  very successful 

in her first week in her new role as KS2T 

helper for lesson 6 on a Tuesday. Emily was 

enthusiastic and very helpful to the KS2T 

staff and the younger pupils enjoyed 

having her as a student helper.  She came 

back so happy about the opportunity given 

to her and is taking the responsibility very 

seriously!  

We are so proud to have her as part of our 

school community. Well done Emily! 

Week 3 — Steven  

For a huge improvement in his attitude 

towards learning, his peers and staff. For 

embracing lots of new things with positivity 

and excitement.  For trying really hard in 

lessons and approaching everything in a 

calm regulated way.  For being mature and 

reflecting on past behaviours and learning 

from them recognising the benefit of 

making good choices. Well done Steven St 

Mary’s is really proud of you, keep up the 

good work! 

Week 4 — Skye 

For her amazing resilience and huge 

personal achievement in overcoming so 

much, enabling her to attend school on a 

regular basis. For embracing lots of new 

things with positivity. Skye is always kind, 

helpful and supportive to her peers, she is a 

valued member of the class and St Mary’s. 

We are really proud of you Skye, keep up 

the good work! 
 

 

Staffing 

 

This term we have welcomed Harriet 

Haffenden to our team of Teaching Assistants. 

After the Easter holidays we welcome Nadita 

Prevett to our Therapy Team as an 

Occupational Therapist. 
 

We are saying goodbye to Annette Moore 

who is retiring after 20 years at St Mary’s we 

wish her a happy, healthy retirement!  

 

  

Message from Richard Preece,  

Acting CEO 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

It has been another very busy and eventful 

term at St Mary's, with not just one, but two 

inspections by Ofsted in the last few weeks! 

Firstly, our residential provision was visited by 

an inspection team and just over a week later, 

the whole school and college was inspected 

by another team. I would like to thank our 

staff, parents, trustees and governors and all 

other stakeholders for their excellent support 

during these events. Above everything else, 

we are proud and hugely impressed by the 

contributions of our wonderful pupils and 

pupils, who all clearly impressed both sets of 

inspectors with their behaviour, politeness, 

good humour and openness in conversations 

with them. Understandably, everyone wishes 

to know what the outcome of the inspections 

are, but unfortunately, we are not able to 

share this with you until we receive final 

reports. Sadly, this means it will very likely be 

after Easter due to the moderating process 

that Ofsted go through before publication. 

Needless to say, there will be some aspects of 

our work to celebrate and some identified 

actions for us to work on, which will help us to 

plan our development priorities for the coming 

year. 

  

Although life at St Mary's is not completely 

back to 'normal', many aspects of life at 

school are now more settled than they have 

been during the last two years. We continue 

to be impressed with how well our pupils have 

responded to the challenges of the 

pandemic, particularly as January and 

February were particularly challenging for us 

all. 

  

Looking ahead, we have a busy and Exciting 

summer term at St Mary's, with hopefully some 

good weather to enjoy as well. In the 

meantime, we wish everyone a safe and 

happy Easter Break. 

 

 



Key Stage 2 — Miss Crisp 

English—Non-fiction writing: We began the term by exploring the difference between fiction and non-fiction texts before moving 

onto longer pieces of writing. We have been combining the structure and purpose of non-fiction writing (from ‘Plants!’) with the 

excitement of our fictional text. The class have written fact files, adverts, warning posters and leaflets informing readers about 

different plants and dragons.  

Maths: This term has been focused on time. We began with analogue and explored o’clock, half past, quarter past and quarter to in 

turn. Once the majority of the class were secure with these, digital conversions were introduced and we looked at both clocks 

alongside each other. Everyone has done a brilliant job and some of the class progressed to learning each interval.  

Science—Plants: Plants has been a fun and informative topic. We started with the basics and consolidated the structure of a plant as 

well as what plants need to grow. Following this, we dived deeper into plants learning about their life cycle and reproduction. There 

have been plenty of practical demonstrations and enquiries too; including seed dispersal, pollination and growing our own plants. As 

expected, everyone embraced this practical approach and I had plenty of volunteers to choose from.  

Geography—The water cycle: It’s been a busy term in geography and we have managed to cover plenty. The term began with us 

thinking about water, its importance and the impact on our lives if we did not have access to clean water. Following this, we 

consolidated our scientific knowledge of states as this is of course crucial to understanding the water cycle. The water cycle itself was 

demonstrated with a human model and in bags before discussing the processes in greater detail. In relation, we have also explored 

problems including drought, flooding and water pollution.  

Art: Natural products: Drawing inspiration from science and English, art this term has been focused on the world around us. We 

began by exploring the different shades of colours found naturally in nature. This led to how we could use plants and natural 

resources to create art. We first explored the release of natural dyes and colours by leaf bashing before moving onto tie dye. We 

dyed pieces of cloth with onion skins, red cabbage and spinach.  

RE— Easter: We have explored so much of the Easter story. We explored the significant days including Shrove Tuesday and Ash 

Wednesday. The class learned the story of Lent and why Christians give something up at this time of year. We then moved onto 

Good Friday and Easter Sunday, the story of each and the significance to Christians.  

PE—Outdoor adventurous activities and games: This term pupils have developed their map work skill and knowledge in outdoor 

adventurous activities and games. They have worked well in teams to solve problems and solve challenges using maps, equipment 

and their team working skills! Pupils have developed map work and orientation of the school site and have also set up routes for 

each other using simple plans. It has been lovely to see pupils interacting well within their groups and making the use of the school 

grounds with their map working skills.  

Swimming:  Pupils have been developing their stroke work this term in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils have worked 

well in understanding what they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much effort all pupils 

have put into developing their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke work. 

PHSE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing, covering: 

 differences between a baby, child, adult  

 the correct words for the main body parts  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 the PANTS rule  

 the difference between daily physical contact and when we feel uncomfortable  

 examples of different families and relationships 

Computing: The majority of our lessons included programming software on j2code. Everyone had the opportunity to programme 

different characters to compete different tasks including blowing down houses and putting flags on different planets. The first 

programme was simple and essentially just used arrows to give instructions. The second programme followed a more traditional text 

based format.  

Music—Charanga: Zoo time: In contrast to the rock ballads we explored last term, this term we explored classic reggae songs. As 

usual, the lessons consisted of the appraisal, rhythm activities and the song. This terms song was about aardvarks and surprisingly 

catchy.   

 



Key Stage 2 — Mr Morgan 

This term our overall theme was plants and the weather, we did lots of work on these topics that that linked all our subjects together. 

English:  We  studied the book ‘Jack and the Giant Beanstalk’, it gave us great opportunity to study and describe the characters, 

especially the giant.  The pupils were able to recount the story and write sentences to go with different pictures in the story.  Pupils 

took ideas from our last story and followed on with this theme. From this book, we wrote instructions on how to plant a seed and we 

wrote the diary entry of Jasper.  We ended the term writing our own diary entry from the help of pictures and/or weekend news the 

pupils shared with their classmates. 

Maths: This term we looked at a wide range of measurements.  We started with big and small and then compared and ordered sizes 

and introduced biggest, shortest, tallest. We compared height, length, weight and capacity.  Again, we were able to use our topic 

of plants and weather to measure and to fill pots of soil and water.  Linking the diary entry in the latter weeks, we learnt about time: 

days of the week, times of the day and the o’clock and some – half past. 

Science: As spring came upon us this term, it gave us the perfect opportunity to learn about plants and plant our own beans and 

seeds.  We learnt about the different parts of the plant, labelling them as well as learning about their growth and life cycles.  We 

learnt that we can eat some plants – not just the fruit but ALL parts of a plant.  Best of all, we got to plant and watch our plants grow, 

observing the growth each week and recording down what we could see – using the key words we learnt earlier in the term.  Pupils 

understand what the plant needs to survive and grow.   

Geography: The weather was a great topic this term as it has been so up and down – we have seen it all.  As we were learning 

about plants, we learnt the best type of weather for a plant.  We learnt that there are different types of weather, but also different 

climates and that not everywhere in the world has the same weather as us.  We recorded the temperature using thermometers and 

pupils were able to identify how the red line went up or down depending on if the water was hot or cold.  We used maps and 

discovered the middle was warmer than the top and bottom which are cold.  Pupils enjoyed being weather reporters and can 

identify the symbols to read the weather. 

Art: Pupils first recapped previous learning about the four seasons and made a season's collage together for 

our classroom display.  Throughout this ‘Weather’ art topic we mixed Art and DT by creating and making lots of 

weather objects.  Pupils made kites, wind socks, water catchers and sun catchers.  By making these, we were 

able to learn more about the weather and how these objects work, for example the wind sock tells planes 

what direction the wind is coming from.   

RE: Our focus was Easter and what Christians believe.  We first learnt what ‘belief’ means to us and what we 

belief.  We then learnt why Easter is a special and important time for Christians.  We learnt about the Easter 

story – the death and rise of Jesus.  Pupils were able to retell this Easter story week after week and they 

enjoyed making crosses from Lego .  We finished the term learning about Easter Eggs and why eggs are a 

symbol of Easter and how it also relates to our plants – new life and the life cycle beginning again. 

PHSE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing covering: 

 differences between a baby, child, adult  

 the correct words for the main body parts  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 the PANTS rule  

 the difference between daily physical contact and when we feel uncomfortable  

 examples of different families and relationships 

Computing—Creating media – Making music: Pupils enjoyed using Garageband.  They were able 

to record themselves talk and sing along with music they made.  Pupils were able to make scary or creepy music and make 

thumping sounds and explored different instruments throughout this term.  As well as meeting our targets of using different tempos 

and sound, pupils got to explore and learn what type of music they enjoyed. 

PE—Fundamental skills and team games: This term pupils have continued to develop their fundamental ball skills which have 

included passing a ball accurately, correctly using a tennis racket and also taking part in competitive games. Pupils have worked 

well in starting to be able to play together within a team and it has been lovely to see the sportsmanship they have shown within 

each lesson. 

Swimming—Stroke development and water confidence: Pupils continue to develop their confidence within the water, it has been 

lovely to see how much each student continues to improve within the water. Pupils are starting to use correct stroke work, begin to 

float and recover items from low down in the water. 

Science Week 

British Science Week this year ran from the 11 until the 20th March and the theme this year was ‘Growth’. Pupils at St Mary’s were all 

encouraged to plant and tend to a variety of different seeds, investigating how the size of the seed affects how deeply it should be 

sown and investigating the conditions to make germination happen. The skills that we have developed include accurate labelling, 

remembering to check, measuring and observing change. Students have been encouraged to take home a seed that they 

planted. Parents could help with learning by encouraging the observing of changes and measuring the plant as it grows. I hope that, 

by the end of term, everyone has managed to take a potted seed home. The link below is to the Science Week Website which has 

many downloadable activities. https://www.britishscienceweek.org/?

gclid=CjwKCAiA1JGRBhBSEiwAxXblwQX3oXdT_jlIE5KTHcbxpGNfSA3vycl6kxbCPT3-ISyQXKO9O7OpShoCOdAQAvD_BwE 

https://www.britishscienceweek.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiA1JGRBhBSEiwAxXblwQX3oXdT_jlIE5KTHcbxpGNfSA3vycl6kxbCPT3-ISyQXKO9O7OpShoCOdAQAvD_BwE
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/?gclid=CjwKCAiA1JGRBhBSEiwAxXblwQX3oXdT_jlIE5KTHcbxpGNfSA3vycl6kxbCPT3-ISyQXKO9O7OpShoCOdAQAvD_BwE


Key Stage 2 — Mrs Townend 

English:  This term we enjoyed our topic on Traditional Tales. We have sequenced these stories in their correct orders, we have made 

story maps to make sure we have remembered the stories. We have used adjectives to describe characters. We have also explored 

the types of lists we write and written our own list. We have remembered all our stories so well and we have enjoyed this topic very 

much. 

Maths: This term we have focused on number/ counting and addition. We have used lots of different ways to use numbers this term, 

we have used Numicon, and various tactile counting aids to help us. We have used games as a fun way to help us counting on and 

also taking turns.  

Science:  This term we started ‘Living Things’ and focus on humans.  The topic has involved organs, digestion, the skeleton and teeth. 

Science has been very hands on to keep the class engaged and add context to what they are learning. The class have met ‘Boney 

Tony’ St Marys’s skeleton where the class could name his joints which was excellent. 

Art:  We started this term with DT where we have explored ancient Greek clay pots. We have looked at a range of photos and 

pictures depicting what they looked like and their purpose. The class have then planned their designs, created and then lastly 

evaluate them.  

RE: This term in RE we have started with the study of Hinduism. The class have learnt about the different Gods, celebrations and some 

of the most famous stories. There has been an arty approach to support their learning in order to appreciate the vibrancy and colour 

of Hinduism.  

PE: This term we have focused on our fundamental skills where we have been working on our balance, coordination skills and then 

working on our ball skills using different games and activities.  The class have really enjoyed this terms PE topic. 

PSHE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing covering: 

 differences between a baby, child, adult  

 the correct words for the main body parts  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 the PANTS rule  

 the difference between daily physical contact and when we feel uncomfortable  

 examples of different families and relationships 

ICT: This term we have got to know a computer, we have named the parts of a computer, which we have grasped very quickly. We 

have learnt how to turn a computer on and off safely. We have used a mouse to move shapes around where we have all got very 

good steady control. 

Music: We have followed the charanga scheme-: Hands, Feet, Heart.’ The material presents an integrated approach to music where 

games, the dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch etc), singing and playing instruments are all linked. As well as learning to sing, 

play, improvise and compose with this song, children have listened and appraised different styles of South African music. The class 

have all enjoyed this, this term. 

History: This term the class have learnt about Ancient Greece. The class have been able to establish who the ancient Greeks were 

and what they did in greater depth. Throughout the unit, the class have explored the god and goddess in Ancient Greek times, what 

life was like in the Greek times and they have compared theatres in Ancient Greek times to modern day ones.  

  



Year 7 
 

English—Skellig: We continued with our book from last term – Skellig. The pupils loved the suspense of the book, especially when 

Michael and Mina nearly got caught visiting Skellig at night, when they couldn’t find Skellig on one of their visits to him and when 

Skellig visits Michael’s baby sister in hospital. The pupils have all worked really hard thinking 

about where capital letters should go in a sentence and understanding the homophone there/

their/they’re.  Their diary and letter writing has also improved throughout the term, with the 

pupils showing real empathy for the characters.  

Maths: This term pupils have been learning to divide by grouping, using multilink cubes for 

support. Pupils have also explored finding factors and multiples of numbers up to 10. 

Additionally, some pupils were introduced to negative numbers, and showed fantastic resilience 

when challenged with tricky questions. Pupils used scales to measure length and weight. All 

pupils enjoyed participating in World Maths Day this term, where they competed against 

schools around the world on Mathletics.  

Computing: In computing we have been looking at computer programming using a program 

called Scratch. The pupils have produced simple animations, games and music using this. They 

have had to make sure that the instruction given to the computer are in the correct order. At 

the end pupils have been encouraged to look at their program to see if it meets their 

expectations and if it doesn’t, to think about how to change the program.   

Music: Pupils used the Charanga music programme to cover the Unit called ‘Lean on Me’. They learnt about gospel, classical and 

pop music and how to improvise with the sound and beats using instruments and online.  They composed and performed a musical 

piece to their peers. 

RE: Pupils learnt about a range of different religions, including Christianity, Sikhism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Jewish and Muslim cultures. 

They learnt about people, places, books and symbols of these religions.  Pupils learnt about the 5Ks in the Sikh religion and how to 

design and create a Sikh head dress. 

Swimming: Within swimming this term pupils have been developing their stroke work in preparation for the schools swimming gala. 

Pupils have worked well in understanding what they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how 

much effort all pupils have put into developing their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their 

stroke work. 

PE- Gymnastics: Pupils have developed their gymnastics skills this term through a range of fun and exciting activities which have 

included balance, floor shapes, floor movements, apparatus, sequencing and routine. Pupils have been safe on equipment and 

learnt different ways to travel using different parts of their body. 

Design Technology-Food: Pupils learnt how to make Mushrooms on toast, Apple crumble and Pasta Salad. They taste tested 

different flavoured crisps, chocolates and different salad items and evaluated their work for both parts weekly.  

Science: This term we have studied sound and metals. In the sound unit we measured the volume of sound in different places 

around the school in decibels. We also looked at sound waves and discussed the changes that happen when a sound changes 

pitch or volume. In metals we have looked at chemical reactions involving metals including rusting. We have also burnt magnesium 

in air which produces a bright white flame. 

Geography: Weather and Climate: This term pupils investigated the ways in which weather can vary in the UK and how the 

landscape can cause areas to have more rain than others.  We also investigated the impact that wind direction can have on the 

weather we experience.  The work this term has allowed pupils to continue their decision making and investigation skills to help them 

explain their views. 

History—Medieval life: As we continued to study Medieval England, the class have deepened their knowledge of what life was like 

for people living at that time. We spent time investigating the murder of Thomas Beckett and who was responsible for ordering his 

death. This allowed pupils to practice their source analysis and analytical skills searching through historical evidence and making a 

judgment. 

Art: Pupils worked on a project based on ‘Building Sculptures’. They learnt about 

different styles of buildings and house shapes. They created a street scene and 

learnt how to use nets to make 3D boxes. 

PHSE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing, covering: 

 the emotional changes of puberty  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 Menstruation 

 Wet dreams & masturbation 

 Labelled the body parts 

 ‘Consent’ and what that means for them 

 

   



Year 8 

English:  Well, we have finished the book War Horse and what a finish it was.  One of the pupils 

described it as an ‘emotional rollercoaster’.  As well as learning about the book and showing 

empathy towards the characters the pupils have also worked really hard to understand 

homophones, write contracted words correctly, as well as understanding what adverbs are and 

how they can improve their writing. The Year 8s have shown such emotion in their diary and 

letter writing this term, I have had to ensure I marked their books with a tissue in my hand. 

Maths: This term pupils challenged themselves to multiply and divide larger numbers using lattice 

and bus stop method. We have also explored 3D shapes, and pupils enjoyed building 3D shapes 

using nets. Some pupils have continued to develop their fundamental Maths skills, including 

reading and using scales to find the longest or heaviest object. All pupils enjoyed participating in 

World Maths Day this term, where they competed against schools around the world on 

Mathletics. 

Computing: In computing we have been looking at computer programming using a program 

called Scratch. The pupils have produced simple animations, games and music using this. They 

have had to make sure that the instruction given to the computer are in the correct order. At the end pupils have been 

encouraged to look at their program to see if it meets their expectations and if it doesn’t, to think about how to change the 

program.   

Music: Pupils learnt how to use the Charanga music programme to cover the Unit called ‘Old School Hip Hop’. They learnt about old 

fashioned hip hop music and how to improvise with the sound and beats using instruments and online. They composed and 

performed a musical piece. 

Swimming: Within swimming this term pupils have been developing their stroke in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils 

have worked well in understanding what they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much 

effort all pupils have put into developing their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke 

work. 

PE- Gymnastics: Pupils have developed their gymnastics skills this term through a range of fun and exciting activities which have 

included balance, floor shapes, floor movements, apparatus, sequencing and routine. Pupils have been safe on equipment and 

learnt different ways to travel using different parts of their body. 

Design Technology-Food: Pupils learnt how to make Potato wedges, Frozen fruit smoothies and Scrambled egg on toast. They taste 

tested different flavoured crisps, vegetables and cheese crackers items and evaluated their work for both parts weekly. 

Science: The topics for term four included ‘Work’ and ‘Chemical Energy’. We have developed our investigation skills in planning an 

investigation, collecting and recorded results in an organised way. We have drawn graphs and conclusions. We have learnt to 

calculate the work that we need to do to walk up a flight of stairs and investigate the amount of energy stored in different foods 

and fuels. 

Geography: Pupils this term focused on what happens when Land meets the Sea.  They identified and developed an understanding 

of the processes of weathering and erosion.  Using this knowledge  they were able to apply it to the way that coastline changes 

over time.  Pupils have investigated an area of the UK coastline that is experiencing high levels of erosion and identifying how this 

could impact on the area where we live if there were to be changes to coastal defence.  They also identified the different types of 

coastal defence and made decisions about which method they preferred. 

History: This term, pupils have continued to deepen their understanding of the Industrial Revolution, using historical sources to assess 

key moments in the age.  Pupils have been practicing their source analysis and interrogation skills to understand problems and the 

reasons for the solutions chosen.  

Art: Pupils completed a project on ‘Patterned weaving’. They learnt about different types of weaving, waft and weft and tartan 

patterns. They used this knowledge to create a woven final piece using wool and used inspiration from their paper weaving pieces.  

RE—Denominations: Year 8 have made an excellent start in their Religious Education learning journey, beginning with understanding 

the term denomination, using a tree analogy has proved a really helpful tool for our pupils. We have studied The Apostles Creed and 

looked into the meaning behind this. Most recently, our learners have been studying Catholicism and what it means to be a 

practising Catholic. Pupils have enjoyed looking at images for reference and discussing these, what is happening in the images and 

why, for example Holy Communion. 

PSHE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing, covering: 

 the emotional changes of puberty  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 Menstruation 

 Wet dreams & masturbation 

 Labelled the body parts 



Year 9 

English:  We have finally finished out book - Holes and to quote a pupil ‘It was a decent book!’ So, I think they enjoyed it, they 

certainly remembered lots of the details from one lesson to another.  As well as understand the text, the pupils have also worked 

really hard ensuring the punctuate their direct speech correctly, understand and used adverbs, and used a thesaurus to find a 

different way of saying something. 

Maths: This term pupils have focused on fractions, decimals and percentages. We have learnt to add and subtract fractions, and 

convert between fractions and percentages. Pupils have also explored shape transformations, including reflections using a mirror 

(see pictures). Some pupils have continued to develop their fundamental Maths skills, including reading and using scales to find the 

longest or heaviest object. All pupils enjoyed participating in World Maths Day this term, where they competed against schools 

around the world on Mathletics.  

Computing: In computing we have been looking at computer programming using a program called Scratch. The pupils have 

produced simple animations, games and music using this. They have had to make sure that the instruction given to the computer are 

in the correct order. At the end pupils have been encouraged to look at their program to see if it meets their expectations and if it 

doesn’t, to think about how to change the program.   

Music: Pupils learnt about different Friendship songs, in particular Carole King music.  They learnt how to play music/notes to the song 

using glockenspiels and performed the song to peers. They also learnt how to sing the words and put it all together. 

Yr 9 RE : Ethics: Year 9 have got stuck in to their first Religious Education module of the year whole-heartedly! Pupils in year 9 now 

understand the meaning of ethics and its link with morals. We have discussed many real life scenarios and our personal morals 

regarding these, respecting that everyone’s opinion is different. Furthermore pupils have been able to relate to those that practice 

various religions, and how their religion may influence their decision making process. Well done year 9! 

Swimming: It has been lovely to see the effort pupils have been putting in lately with their swimming. This term pupils have been 

developing their stroke work this term in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils have worked well in understanding what 

they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much effort all pupils have put into developing 

their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke work. 

PE: Ball skills and team games: Pupils have worked hard this term in developing their ball skills through a variety of ball sports. Pupils 

have been able to develop basic skills and working within a team, pupils through improving their ball handling skills, being able to 

control the ball and take part in competitive games. Pupils enjoyed playing a variety of sports and recognising what it takes to 

improve on their basic skills within each of these sports. 

Design Technology- Food: Pupils learnt how to make Poached eggs on toast, Fruit Muffins and Basil pesto pasta. They taste tested 

different soft cheeses and beans/pulses and evaluated their work for both parts weekly.  

Science:  In term four we looked at the topics of ‘speed’, and ‘gravity’. We calculated our speed travelling in different ways and 

investigated how the police can tell if people are speeding in their cars. We investigated the difference between mass and weight 

and explained how gravity keeps the solar system together. During our investigations we measured time and distances using metre 

sticks and trundle wheels. We used these measurements to calculate speed. 

Geography: What is the future of the planet? Year 9 have investigated the very current and real issue of global warming.  They have 

discussed the causes of global warming and the steps that can be taken to reduce the effects.  Pupils have thought about the 

consequences of global warming on the UK and also how It will affect fragile environments such as polar regions.  This unit has 

allowed pupils to explore their impact on the world around them and how they can make a difference through their choices. 

History: The Vietnam War: As part of the Unit on the Cold War, this term pupils focused in depth on the Vietnam War.  the class have 

deepened their knowledge of what life was like for people living at that time. We spent time investigating the reasons for the conflict 

and how this effected people there. This allowed pupils to practice their source analysis and analytical skills searching through 

historical evidence and making a judgment. 

Art: Pupils completed a project on ‘Landscapes’. 

They learnt about perspective, Tone and what 

Foreground and background is. They used this 

knowledge to create a painted final piece in a 

circular format.  

PHSE: In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing, 

covering: 

 the emotional changes of puberty  

 the changes of their bodies through puberty  

 Menstruation 

 Wet dreams & masturbation 

 Labelled the body parts 

 ‘Consent’ and what that means for them 

 



Year 10 

 

English: We have finished out book Animal Farm, and I have been really pleased at how well the pupils have understood the book 

and the link to the Russian Revolution.   As this is quite topical, we have also had a great deal of discussion about what is happening 

in Russia and Ukraine at the moment and linking this to Animal Farm.  The pupils also found it very interesting to look back at old maps 

of Willingdon (Eastbourne) and see if they could identify the Farm House and other building that Orwell based the book on. 

The GCSE pupils have also worked at thinking about what information they may need to include in their exam answers.  

Maths: This term GCSE pupils have covered a range of topics, including finding averages and range, perimeter and area, as well as 

shape transformations. Pupils have continued to develop their exam technique, and shown fantastic resilience when tackling GCSE 

questions! Functional skills pupils have focused on reading and using scales this term. They have enjoyed our practical sessions where 

they used different equipment to measure length, weight, capacity and temperature. All pupils enjoyed participating in World Maths 

Day this term, where they competed against schools around the world on Mathletics. 

Swimming: It has been lovely to see the effort pupils have been putting in lately with their swimming. This term pupils have been 

developing their stroke work this term in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils have worked well in understanding what 

they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much effort all pupils have put into developing 

their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke work. 

PE- Ball skills and team games: Pupils have worked hard this term in developing their ball skills through a variety of ball sports. Pupils 

have been able to develop basic skills and working within a team, pupils through improving their ball handling skills, being able to 

control the ball and take part in competitive games. Pupils enjoyed playing a variety of sports and recognising what it takes to 

improve on their basic skills within each of these sports. 

Science: In science we studied acids and alkalis and control systems. We discovered how antacids can be used to neutralise 

stomach acid when we suffer from acid indigestion. We made our own indicator from beetroot and used universal indicator and red 

and blue litmus to investigate acids and alkalis. In control systems we discussed how the human body maintains a constant 

temperature and also investigated how to test urine to see if it contains glucose. This would be a sign of the disease diabetes. Pupils 

continue to be assessed at the end of each topic and their test scores recorded. 

PHSE:  In Term 4 we explored Changing and Growing covering: 

 Long term relationships and expectations 

 Contraception, including condom use 

 The signs of STI’s  

 Consent 

 Know where to get help 

Careers A1 Being Organised: Through our careers sessions pupils in yr 10 have been studying one of the BTEC core units: Being 

organised. Discussion is a key feature in our college sessions, showing respect for other people’s ideas and opinions and having these 

supported with sign and symbols where necessary. Pupils have explored what it means to be organised / unorganised – what this 

may look like or how it feels. From there our young adults have identified a range of organisational techniques and considered which 

methods they currently use and which they would like to study further.  

BTEC Hospitality 

Pupils have completed their ‘Unit HT6: Serving food and drink’ and used the Vocational Centre to follow a series of café based 

procedures to complete the tasks. They have practised using safe and hygienic practices and prepared a range of food, following 

routine instructions and serving customers appropriately.  They have evaluated their service and practiced different focuses weekly.   

BTEC Vocational Studies 

Mood Board 

This term pupils have begun a new topic in BTEC Vocation, an art and design based topic of creating a mood board. Our pupils 

have analysed a number of pre created mood boards to understand what goes on them, how they work and why they are an 

effective design and communication tool. From there our learners have thought about the various applications of a mood board, 

who might use one and why. Now we have begun to plan our own mood boards focussed around planning a hypothetical birthday 

party. It is fascinating to see the variety of ‘themes’ chosen by our learners! I look forward to developing their ideas with them in order 

to create an aesthetically pleasing display! 

BTEC Land Based Studies 

This term pupils have been making a lambing shed for the sheep who are due in April. The pupils planned and made the lambing 

shed from a tractor garage. They were able to carry out maintenance tasks to a high standard as well as herd sheep from two fields 

away and cross a road to their newly made lambing shed. The pupils have shown great progress and independence in carrying out 

these tasks. Pupils have been able to show great care of the animals, carry out maintenance tasks and move and accommodate 

animals. 



BTEC Sport  

 

Pupils have worked really hard this term by finishing off their unit which 

was to ‘Run and plan a sports event’. All pupils worked really hard 

within a team and were able to make a wonderful table tennis event 

for KS2C. All pupils left the event really happy and pleased with how 

the pupils had organised such a great afternoon. I have been very 

proud of how well all pupils have pushed themselves with speaking 

Infront of new groups, developing their organisational skills and 

showing how well they can work within a team. 

BTEC Art 

Pupils have worked on a Design Brief to be able to design a 

series of illustrations representing a ‘National Icon’ of Britain. 

They have explored a range of 2D techniques and existing 

packaging designs for a choice of traditional food, drink 

and or home products. Pupils have looked at artists and 

designers that have based their work and that are 

influenced by this theme.  They have produced a set of 

products with their own name and designs in a 3D format. 

Key Stage 4/5H 
English- (Functional Skills): Pupils have studied the book ‘The Secret Garden’ and focused on how to make a prediction about 

something, decide what a character likes and dislikes, features of the garden and the senses that may be experienced, learn how to 

make comparisons and about the character relationships and learnt about the season of Spring.   They have also practised some 

Grammar, spelling and punctuation tasks weekly to support in exams.   

Swimming: Pupils have been developing their stroke work this term in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils have worked 

well in understanding what they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much effort all pupils 

have put into developing their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke work.   

Maths: Pupils have focused on reading and using scales this term. They have enjoyed our practical sessions where they used different 

equipment to measure length, weight, capacity and temperature. Pupils also produced some lovely bar charts showing temperature 

around the world. All pupils enjoyed participating in World Maths Day this term, where they competed against schools around the 

world on Mathletics.  

PE: Outdoor adventurous activities and games: This term pupils have developed their map work skill and knowledge in outdoor 

adventurous activities and games. They have work well in teams to solve problems and solve challenges using maps, equipment and 

their team working skills! Pupils have developed map work and orientation of the school site and have also set up routes for each 

other using simple plans. It has been lovely to see pupils interacting well within their groups and making the use of the school grounds 

with their map working skills.  

Science:  In term four we looked at the topics ‘Body Wars’ and ‘Heavy Metal’. In each unit we completed practical work to develop 

our investigation skills and to observe unfamiliar outcomes. We looked at microbes and developed cultures to produce yoghurt and 

bread and discussed the importance of yeast in making alcohol. We looked at the properties of iron, copper, zinc and aluminium 

and discuss how the properties of these different metals make them suitable for different tasks.    

5H Careers : Teamwork: Using the online skills builder programme pupils in 5H have been exploring what it takes to be a good team 

member. We have studied the term behaviour and what this means as well as identifying inappropriate behaviour and even how 

various behaviour is appropriate in different situations – applying these all the while to real life scenarios and pupils individual 

experiences. Most recently we have been learning about how to support others and why this is a good thing to do. Pupils have 

enjoyed this module so far and are looking forward to receiving their ‘Teamwork’ certificate in assembly at the end of this term! 

Sports News 

 

We have had a very busy and successful term with sport. We started off the term with a friendly football match against Headstart 

school. The whole team played superbly winning 7-4, they showed a great team spirit to come away with our first victory of the year! 

Our Key Stage 2 pupils represented St Mary’s at All Saints primary school in a Boccia tournament. After winning the first four games 

the team were able to put themselves in a great position to win the competition. In the final game, we just lost out on the last throw 

to finish in third place. The whole school were immensely proud of the effort that pupils put in and also the compliments from other 

schools on how pupils managed themselves and behaved in the competition. 

We finished the term off with the Albion Cup, our College pupil’s first football competition this term. 

After winning the first five games we qualified for the semi finals. A tense game saw us just edge 

past the opposition into our first final for many years. In a hotly contested final we came away just 

losing out with a final score of 1-0. All pupils put in so much effort and came away with runners up 

medals, well done St Mary’s we look forward to more events next term! 



Key Stage 4/5W 
English—(Functional Skills): Pupils have studied the book ‘The Secret Garden’ and focused on how to make a prediction about 

something, decide what a character likes and dislikes, features of the garden and the senses that may be experienced, learn how to 

make comparisons and about the character relationships and learnt about the season of Spring. Pupils have also practised some 

Grammar, spelling and punctuation tasks weekly to support in exams. 

English (GCSE) Unseen Poetry:  The pupils have amazed me with the efforts they are putting into their poetry work and understanding 

poems that they have never seen before – well done!!  As the pupils did so well, we also revised the modern drama or book they 

have studied.  Most of the group have looked at Animal Farm and a couple have been looking at An Inspector Calls.  The pupils 

have looked at individual characters, the themes and the different techniques that the writer used. I must congratulate them on the 

hard work that they have put in this term – it will be rewarded!! 

Maths: This term pupils have learnt to find the perimeter, area and volume of shapes, and have explored using different graphs. 

Pupils have continued to develop their exam technique through GCSE past paper questions, and have all shown a mature attitude 

towards their Maths work. All pupils enjoyed participating in World Maths Day this term, where they competed against schools 

around the world on Mathletics. 

Swimming: It has been lovely to see the effort pupils have been putting in lately with their swimming. This term pupils have been 

developing their stroke work this term in preparation for the schools swimming gala. Pupils have worked well in understanding what 

they need to do to swim faster and for longer distances. It has been nice to see how much effort all pupils have put into developing 

their swimming style and how much they have been able to apply these skills to their stroke work. 

PE—Ball skills and team games: Pupils have worked hard this term in developing their ball skills through a variety of ball sports. Pupils 

have been able to develop basic skills and working within a team, pupils through improving their ball handling skills, being able to 

control the ball and take part in competitive games. Pupils enjoyed playing a variety of sports and recognising what it takes to 

improve on their basic skills within each of these sports. 

Science:  In term four we looked at the topics ‘Body Wars’ and ‘Heavy Metal’. In each unit we completed practical work to develop 

our investigation skills and to observe unfamiliar outcomes. We looked at microbes and developed cultures to produce yoghurt and 

bread and discussed the importance of yeast in making alcohol. We looked at the properties of iron, copper, zinc and aluminium 

and discuss how the properties of these different metals make them suitable for different tasks.   

5W Careers : A1 Being Organised: Through our careers sessions pupils in 5W have been studying one of the BTEC core units: Being 

organised. Discussion is a key feature in our college sessions, showing respect for other people’s ideas and opinions and having these 

supported with sign and symbols where necessary. Pupils have explored what it means to be organised / unorganised – what this 

may look like or how it feels. From there our young adults have identified a range of organisational techniques and considered which 

methods they currently use and which they would like to study further. Great start 5W! 

Some student in 5W have continued on our ‘Working with others’ module and have been organising an event of their choosing. 

Pupils have chosen to arrange a ‘Pizza and movie’ event for their class, which has proven trickier than first thought! Let’s hope our 

student team can pull it together for their end of term event! 

Gardening Club 

In Gardening club pupils have weeded and prepared 3 out of 4 raised beds, planted approximately 16 strawberry plants as well as 

some lovely flowers in pots. We have also planted chitted, second early potatoes, brown onions, and we have refreshed a large pot 

with a selection of the mint that was scattered about. 

On the windowsill of Year 9 we are growing (from seed), courgettes, tomatoes, pumpkins and the pupils' Science week sunflowers. 

They are looking healthy and the year 9 pupils are enjoying seeing the progress of the plants. 

On the windowsill of Year 8 we are growing (from seed) peas and peppers, which the pupils are taking wonderful care of and 

sharing the responsibility in a very kind manner. 

KS2 have transplanted their science project Broad beans (which were sprouted in clear pouches on their classroom window) and 

they are now potted up and labelled outside. 

Pupils that have attended this club have thoroughly enjoyed it and learnt some valuable skills.  



Therapy 

 
As part of Careers week, some of our pupils in KS2 enjoyed role playing different careers.  They had lots of fun being a vet, 

doctor,  astronomer, and shop keeper.  Other pupils have been thinking about expected and unexpected events.  They have 

developed skills in perspective taking, and have thought about what you feel and what others might be feeling.  Some of our new 

pupils in KS2 have enjoyed listening to stories and joining in with repeated phrases.  They have focused on building their ability to take 

turns and to share resources in play.  Pupils have also considered how to keep their bodies healthy and have expressed how they are 

feeling using visual resources. 

In KS3 pupils have also enjoyed activities as part of Careers week.  This included an interactive game show activity to build their 

understanding of different jobs and to support their use of a range of communication skills.  They have also joined in with other 

interactive activities such as a version of Family Fortunes, which was used to develop pupils' understanding of conflict situations. 

Other pupils have used Careers week to focus on what might happen in the future, e.g. what job they might do, where they might 

live.  They have also continued learning about Superflex characters, finding out about 'Energy Hare-y' and .'Grump 

Grumpaniny'.  Energy Hare-y gives the person so much energy so that he is constantly fidgeting or moving around, whilst Grump 

Grumpaniny makes you think the worst and feel others are unkind   Some of our KS3 pupils have also focused on developing their 

debating skills.  They have practiced being assertive, disagreeing appropriately, respecting others' views and exploring different 

communication styles. 

In KS4 pupils have been extending their social problem solving skills.  They have focused on what the consequences of actions might 

be.  As part of Careers week, they have also begun to explore what their futures might hold.  Some of our older pupils in KS5 have 

also focused on social communication skills, using social behaviour mapping.  They have identified expected and unexpected 

behaviours and considered how our behaviour impacts on others.  They have also considered what qualities they look for in a 

friend.  As part of National Careers week, they used approaches such as surveys and interviews to find out about different jobs from 

the people different roles.  Other pupils in KS5 had the opportunity to visit a Careers and transition fair at Woodlands Mead College in 

Burgess Hill.  They were able to visit a range of stalls to find out about different options and careers including day services, car 

valeting and care work.  In addition, pupils have focused on recognising what is valuable to them, appropriate/inappropriate ways 

to manage conflict , and on recognising how they personally respond to conflict. 

Pupils have also attended a range of sessions to support life skills, language development, and wellbeing.  These have included a 

wellbeing session focused on developing individual toolkit and a language session focused on extending descriptive language, 

understanding of concepts and ability to categorize.  Pupils also enjoyed Nature based Sensory activities including a nature treasure 

hunt, making badges and smelling herbs.  We have enjoyed taking advantage of the improving weather to get outside more! 

 

 

 

 

School Council 

Our School council has had another busy term.  This term our School Council Representatives have been getting ideas from their 

classes about how we can welcome new pupils and make them feel comfortable at St. Mary's.   We have also thought about our 

school displays.  Pupils identified that it was helpful that these were easy to see.  They enjoyed seeing pictures of themselves working 

or examples of their work.  They also found it helpful that useful information like menu choices was displayed.  Pupils also considered 

our lesson 6 options and were able to identify what they had enjoyed, and also suggested some of the topics or subjects they would 

like included in the future, e.g. woodwork or drama.  We also looked back to our Careers week.  Pupils identified that they had 

enjoyed hearing from the police officer and firefighter.  Other pupils found it useful to hear from one of our former pupils Daniel 

Wakeford.  They found it helpful to hear about what he had done after leaving St. Mary's and were inspired by his successes.  Pupils 

had lots of suggestions for visitors they would like in the future!  As part of our feedback from our previous meeting we heard about 

different ways we will be marking celebrations this year and about the College library that is being developed.  Our classes continue 

to be enthusiastic in providing their School Council Representatives with lots of items to discuss and to share with our Senior 

Leadership Team.  We look forward to hearing more of their suggestions at our next meeting on Friday 13th May. 



World Book Day 

What a fantastic day we had for World Book Day 2022.  As you can see from the photos 

the staff enjoyed dressing up as their favourite character as much as the pupils.  The 

winners of our competition were: 

KS2C – Max for his wonderful Fantastic Mr Fox 

KS2T – Nigel for his superb Policeman 

KS2M – Oliver for his brilliant Peter Pan 

Year 7 – Daniel for his marvellous boy from The Owl Who was Afraid of the Dark 

Year 8 – Isaias for his great WW2 soldier 

Year 9 – Finlay for his amazing Fantastic Mr Fox, complete with chickens 

Year 10 – Andrei for his beautiful White Rabbit 

KS4/5 H – Alessio for his wonderful Batman 

KS4/5W – Chloe and her magnificent Puss in Boots 

Health 

Healthy Lunchboxes: It can be very easy to pack a lunchbox but not so easy to ensure it’s healthy. A lot of convenience foods that 

can go into a lunchbox are often full of hidden sugars and carbohydrates that convert to sugars with children  consuming more than 

their daily calorie intake just at lunchtime. The NHS website (https://www.nhs.uk/healthier-families/food-facts/ ) has some great ideas 

for food swaps and recipes to help you feel healthier and happier. Calorie intake can also be confusing for us adults and under-

standing that children need less can be overlooked, for instance the average daily energy requirements for children aged 7, 9 and 

14 are:  

Age Boys    Girls 

7 6,900kJ or 1,649kcal  6,400kJ or 1,530kcal 

9 7,700kJ or 1,840kcal  7,200kJ or 1,721kcal 

14 11,000kJ or 2,629kcal  9,800kJ or 2,342kcal 

18 13,200kJ or 3,155kcal  10,300kJ or 2,462kcal 

Polite Reminder 

We would like to remind all parents and carers of our school drop off and pick up procedures: 

Morning drop off Bottom gate 8:40am 

Afternoon pick up  

Monday-Thursday  Bottom gate 4:00pm  

Friday   Bottom gate 2:30pm 

We would ask that you are polite and mindful of others at pick up and drop off.  We would be grateful if you could please take 

notice of our signage and follow our rules whilst on site. 



North Lodge 

The weather is being very kind to us at the moment  and  enabling us to begin to make the most of the lighter evenings and do some 

activities outdoors. 

 

Judo has now started and I have been lucky enough to go and watch on a couple of occasions. I believe the laughter and 

witnessing how each child was joining in makes it obvious to all how popular this activity has become. 

 

With attractions opening up further after the Winter and Covid restrictions we are now in a position to look at travelling a little further.  

We have already had a request for a ride on a train for a weekend in May and this has been added to our plans. Thank you Tait.  

 

North Lodge garden is requiring a little TLC after the Winter and this project has started led of course by our own special gardener, 

Alessio. We continue to promote every pupils Independence, help work with them on achieving  safety in the community and as 

always listen to their voice and wishes.  

 

Our celebration evenings this term were Mexican night and also Pancake Day. Term 5 will be an Italian evening and in Term 6 we 

would like to recognise food and traditions from the Ukraine . 

 

Reading 

Thank you for replying to the reading questionnaire that we sent out recently.  We had a fantastic response to it and I really do 

appreciate the time and thought that went into your replies. 

 

As a school, we will now analyse the answers and suggestions made, and will put together some strategies to make our reading 

within school and at home even better.  

 

A recent initiative we have implemented is a ‘Reading Raffle’ whereby if the children read 5 times (a combination of at school or at 

home) they are entered into a Raffle.  Natalie then selects a ticket from the raffle drum live during celebration assembly and the 

winner gets a golden token enabling them to choose a book for themselves.  Our first winner 

was Kacey!! Congratulations. 

 

Thank you again for your continued support with reading. 

 

Tracey Nottage 

Head of English 

 

 

National Careers Week 7th—12th March 2022 
 

During careers week all pupils enjoyed a variety of activities giving them the opportunity to learn about a different careers. We were 

very fortunate to have visits from guest speakers including a local upholster, the local police force and fire brigade. Pupils were very 

engaged in these interactive sessions giving them a real insight into these careers. 

 

We were privileged to welcome back one of our ex pupils, Daniel Wakeford, pupils were incredibly excited to meet this celebratory, 

it gave them something to aspire to and enabled them to realise where hard work can get you! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Dates Term 5 

Day Event  

Monday 17th April 2022 Residential Pupils return to their living areas (pm) 

Tuesday 19th April 2022 First Day of Term 5 

Monday 25th April 2022 Independent Careers Information Advice and Guidance Interviews 

Monday 2nd May 2022 Bank Holiday 

Monday 9th—Thursday 12th May 2022 Hindleap Residential Trip—Key Stage 3 Pupils 

Friday 27th May 2022 End of Term 5 

BTEC Construction 

Our construction pupils are drawing to the end of their second module of work this year! It has been a busy two terms, developing 

our knowledge and understanding of painting and decorating. Pupils have worked hard in both their theory and practical sessions 

alike! Our allocated space within the college grounds has been transformed and rejuvenated with some fresh paint and trendy new 

wallpaper all applied by our own St Marys college pupils! Well done everybody – excellent teamwork to achieved what you have!  

Follow that duck 

As part of our fundraising campaign for 'Follow that Duck ’in aid of St Michael’s Hospice, one of our staff members Lucie, is kindly 

raising money for our pupils chosen charity by completing an ‘ultra marathon’ in May. The link to her go fund page is below and we 

would really appreciate your support in raising money for this excellent charity.  

 

Message from Lucie: 

Please join me in making a quacking difference by sponsoring my run in aid of St Michael's Hospice (Hastings & Rother) as part of the 

‘Follow that Duck’ programme that St Mary’s school and college has entered.  I will be taking part in the 50 kilometre ‘Run to the 

Sea’ over the South Downs in May 2022 (in English the distance is a full marathon plus a further 5 miles). 

Thank you in advance for your contribution to this brilliant cause that means so much to me. 

More information about St Michael's Hospice (Hastings & Rother): We provide excellent holistic care and support for all those 

throughout Hastings and Rother affected by a progressive life-limiting illness or bereavement. 

Lucie  
https://gofund.me/addf466b 

 

Our pupils have been decorating our ‘Duck’ and named him Bob Waddles: 
 
 
 

https://gofund.me/addf466b


Summer Term Menu 

Week 1 

Week 2 

Week 3 

  BREAKFAST LUNCH SUPPER 
MON Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Vegetarian Cowboy Casserole (V) 

Mashed Potato, Cauliflower, Green Beans 

Egg, Cheese, Baked Beans, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

Fish Finger Sandwiches with Tartar 

Sauce 

Mixed Salad 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

TUES Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Breaded Chicken or Vegetable Fingers (V) 

New Potatoes, Carrot Batons, Peas 

 Ham, Cheese, Tuna, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

Wrap Selection with Tinned Soup 

Mixed Salad 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

WED Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Pork Chop or Lentil Loaf (V) 

Roast Potatoes, Parsnips, Cabbage 

Beef, Cheese, Egg, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 Ice Cream 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

Omelette with Choice of Fillings 

Mixed Salad 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

THURS Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

Pan au Chocolate 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee, Orange or Apple Juice 

Meatballs in Tomato Sauce or Vegetarian Meatballs in Toma-

to Sauce (V) 

 Homemade Quiche, Tuna, Chicken, Cheese 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

Sausage & Beans 

Mixed Salad 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit and Yoghurts 

FRI Porridge 

Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Breaded Haddock or Vegetable Burger(V) 

Oven Chips, Baked Beans, Spaghetti 

 Ham, Egg, Dairy Lea Triangles, Cheese, Jacket Potato or 

Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

  

  BREAKFAST LUNCH SUPPER 
MON Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Vegetable Pasta Roma (V) 

Garlic Bread 

 Baked Beans, Cheese, Egg, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Bacon Baps 

Mixed Salad 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

TUES Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Chicken & Vegetable Casserole or Stuffed Peppers (V) 

Mashed Potatoes, Cauliflower, Green Beans 

 Ham, Tuna, Dairy Lea Triangles ,Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Sandwich Selection with Tinned 

Soup 

Mixed Salad 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 
WED Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Roast Gammon or Lentil Loaf (V) 

Herbie Diced Potatoes, Cabbage & Parsnips 

 Chicken, Pilchards, Cheese, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 Doughnut 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Pasta Bake 

Mixed Salad Bar 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

THUR Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

Crumpets 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee, Orange or Apple Juice 

Steak Pie or Vegetable Pie(V) 

New Potatoes, Broccoli, Carrots 

Homemade Quiche, Corned Beef, Cheese 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Scrambled Eggs on Toast 

Mixed Salad 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

FRI Porridge 

Wholegrain Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Fish Fingers, Vegetarian Fingers (V) 

Jacket Wedges, Beans & Peas 

 Cheese, Tuna, Egg 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

  

  BREAKFAST LUNCH SUPPER 

MON Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Cheese & Tomato Pizza (V) 

New Potatoes, Peas 

 Cheese, Egg, Baked Beans 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

  A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Taco Boats with Minced Beef 

Mixed Salad Bar 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

TUES Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Beef Curry or Vegetable Curry (V) 

Rice 

  Ham, Tuna, Cheese 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Sandwich Selection with Tinned Soup 

Mixed Salad Bar 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

WED Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

  

Roast Chicken, Sage & Onion Stuffing 

Cheese & Celery Loaf (V) 

Roast Potatoes, Cabbage & Swede 

 Beef, Salmon, Egg, Cheese, Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

 Jelly 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Jacket Potatoes with a Selection of 

Fillings 

Mixed Salad Bar 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

THUR Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

Croissants 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee, Orange or Apple Juice 

Pasta Bolognese or Vegetable Pasta Bake(V) 

 Homemade Quiche, Chicken, Tuna, cheese 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

  A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Yoghurts 

Hot Dog in a Roll 

Mixed Salad bar 

 Fresh Fruit or Yoghurt 

FRI Porridge, Wholemeal Cereals 

White or Wholemeal Toast 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit 

Tea, Coffee 

Breaded Cod, Vegetarian Burger (V) 

Oven Chips, Baked Beans, Peas 

 Egg, Cheese, Ham 

Jacket Potato or Wholemeal Roll 

A Selection of Fresh Fruit & Fruit Yoghurts 

  

  




